Ancestral deceit and labile evolution of nectar production in the African orchid genus *Disa*
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An outstanding feature of the orchid family is that approximately 30–40% of the species have non-rewarding flowers and deploy various modes of deception to attract pollinators, whereas the remaining species engage in pollination mutualisms based on provision of floral rewards. Here, we explore the direction, frequency and reversibility of transitions between deceptive and rewarding pollination systems in the radiation of the large African genus *Disa*, and test whether these transitions had consequences for diversification.

By optimizing nectar production data for 111 species on a well-resolved phylogeny, we confirmed that floral deception was the ancestral condition and that nectar production evolved at least nine times and was lost at least once. Transitions to nectar production first occurred approximately 17 million years ago but did not significantly affect either speciation or extinction rates. Nectar evolved independently of a spur, which was lost and gained multiple times. These results show that nectar production can be a highly labile trait and highlight the need for further studies of the genetic architecture of nectar production and the selective factors underlying transitions between deception and mutualism.

1. Introduction

Floral deception is one of the great enigmas of the orchid family. First observed in the eighteenth century by the European naturalist Christian Sprengel [1], and firmly disbelieved by Darwin [2], who considered insect pollinators too smart to fall for ‘so gigantic an imposture’, floral deception is now known to occur in at least 30–40% of the ca 27,000 species in the orchid family [3]. Non-rewarding orchids achieve pollination by deploying signals that their pollinators associate with food, sexual partners or oviposition sites [3,4]. However, they tend to receive fewer pollinator visits and have lower rates of pollination than their rewarding relatives [5,6]. Some even suggested that floral deception is a sub-optimal condition in orchids and persists only because the mutational steps required for reward production are improbable [7].

Studies that simulated mutations for nectar production in non-rewarding orchids show that overall pollination success increases following addition of artificial nectar, but that pollinators also visit more flowers per plant, which, in most cases, increases self-pollination and hence the likelihood of inbreeding depression and pollen discounting [8–11]. From models based on these empirical results, Johnson *et al.* [9] suggested that selection in orchids will generally favour nectar production when pollinators are scarce and deception when pollinators are common. Because of its benefits for outcrossing, some have argued that deception may not only be maintained by selection, but also enhance rates of speciation, and thus partly explain the extraordinary species richness of the family [12].

Studies of European and Australian terrestrial orchids, belonging to the sub-tribe Orchidinae and tribe Diuridae, respectively, suggest that floral deception was ancestral and that nectar production evolved more than once in each of...
these lineages [13–16]. These transitions are apparent mostly at or above the genus level, with the exceptions of Dactylorhiza and Orchis in Europe and Diuris in Australia, in each of which at least one transition between reward states occurred [15–17]. Our understanding of the fine-scale patterns of nectar evolution in orchids has been limited, however, because the combination of reliable data on floral rewards and well-sampled species-level phylogenies is seldom available.

The large African orchid genus Disa represents a classic case of floral diversification, with numerous examples of both deceptive and mutualistic pollination systems and both spurred and un-spurred flowers. Johnson et al. [18] and Smithson [14] inferred three independent origins of nectar production in the genus, but grossly underestimated the number of transitions as they had data on reward production for fewer than 30 species. Here, we present the first in-depth analysis of reward transitions in Disa, based on field studies of a large sample (111 species or 62%) of the 183 species in the genus. We asked (i) what the frequency and direction of transitions were between floral deception and nectar production, (ii) whether nectar production was associated with the evolution of spurs, and (iii) whether reward status affected rates of speciation or extinction.

2. Material and methods
Phylogenetic relationships in Disa were inferred by Bytebier et al. [19]. Nectar production and occurrence of a spur (derived from the median sepal in Disa) were coded as binary characters. Nectar production was established by examination of flowers with a hand lens, confirmation of sugar content in fluids with a refractometer, and, in many cases, high-pressure liquid chromatography to identify sugars (details to be reported elsewhere). Only taxa whose phylogenetic relationships were established and for which reliable information on nectar production was available (see the electronic supplementary material) were included, which amounted to 111 species in our analyses. This corresponds to 62% of recognized Disa taxa and represents all sections of Disa, with the exception of the monotypic section Ocatalifoliae [20].

We reconstructed ancestral character states by parsimony and maximum likelihood (ML) using MESQUITE [21]. ML revealed slow rates of trait evolution (see electronic supplementary material), conditions under which ML suffers from insufficient information for correct parameter estimation, and under which parsimony performs more accurate ancestral state reconstruction [22–25]. We therefore report only parsimony results here, but note that they are strongly supported by ML results. Maximum-likelihood analyses were performed using chronograms, as tests for trait phylogenetic signal indicated that chronograms were more appropriate to capture patterns of trait evolution (see the electronic supplementary material).

We used Pagel’s correlation test [26] to examine whether existence of spurs is a prerequisite for the evolution of nectar production, and the BSSE module in MESQUITE [27] to examine whether rates of speciation, extinction and diversification differed between rewarding and deceptive lineages (for details see the electronic supplementary material).

3. Results
The ancestral Disa was unequivocally reconstructed as non-rewarding (1000/1000 chronograms). Nectar production was reconstructed as having evolved nine times (between 17 and 3 Ma) from non-rewarding ancestors (median; minimum = 8, maximum = 11 times) and lost once (median; minimum = 0, maximum = 2; figure 1). These conclusions are strongly supported by unequivocal reconstructions of eight of the nine transitions (figure 1). The root of Disa was unequivocally reconstructed as having spurred flowers (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Spurs were reconstructed as having been lost five times (median; minimum = 4, maximum = 6), and regained twice (median, minimum = 2, maximum = 4) (see electronic supplementary material). The presence of spurs and nectar production did not evolve in a correlated fashion ($D_1^2 = 2.52, p = 0.269$).

The null hypotheses of equal speciation, extinction and diversification rates, respectively, in rewarding and deceptive lineages could not be rejected (speciation rate ($\lambda$): average $D_1 = 3.91 \times 10^{-5}, p > 0.95$; extinction rate ($\mu$): average $D_3 = -1.58 \times 10^{-4}, p > 0.95$; diversification rate: average $D_2 = 3.96 \times 10^{-5}, p > 0.95, n = 1000$ chronograms per rate).

4. Discussion
Our finding that nectar production evolved at least nine times from non-rewarding ancestors in Disa, with at least one reversal to floral deception (figure 1), dispels older arguments that the evolution of nectar production in orchids is mutation-limited and generally improbable [7]. Although there is detectable phylogenetic signal in floral reward systems in Disa (electronic supplementary material), the overall picture is that transitions between deceptive and rewarding pollination systems are not strongly constrained. Instead, transitions between reward states are likely to reflect adaptive processes, whereby rewards are selected when they enhance fitness under certain ecological circumstances (such as pollen limitation arising from infrequent pollinator visits), while under other circumstances deception enhances fitness and thereby constitutes an alternative ‘evolutionarily stable strategy’ [3,9,28]. Nectar is not the only, or even necessarily the best, escape from pollen limitation traps. Food, mate or oviposition-site mimicry in deceptive orchids often enables them to achieve levels of fecundity comparable with those of rewarding species while simultaneously maximizing cross-pollination due to pollinators’ behavioural responses to the lack of rewards [3,29]. Batesian food deception evolved at least six times and sexual mimicry once in sections of Disa dominated by non-rewarding species that employ generalized food deception (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2). In terms of the consequences of reward transitions for overall diversification of lineages, our analyses do not support previous suggestions that floral deception promotes speciation [12] or that it increases vulnerability to extinction [7].

The general finding of repeated independent evolution of nectar production in orchids is corroborated by the identity of their nectar-producing organs. Nectar in most orchids is produced by the labellum (from which spur is usually derived), whereas in other Asparagales it is produced by sepal nectaries. In Disa, nectar is usually produced by the median sepal, providing further evidence that nectaries in Disa evolved independently from those in other orchids.

Although it would be expected that the evolution of spurs and nectar production are coupled in orchids, we found no evidence for an association between these traits. Spurs evolved and were maintained in lineages with non-rewarding flowers (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1)
Figure 1. Evolution of nectar production in Disa, showing the maximum clade credibility tree, obtained from 1000 chronograms, over which trait evolution was optimized. Non-rewarding taxa, open symbols; rewarding taxa, filled symbols. Parsimony support for state change (number of trees in which a transition is reconstructed / number of trees that contain that node) was unequivocal (1000/1000), with the exception of one transition indicated by an asterisk (i.e. 763/994). (Online version in colour.)
and must therefore have other functions unrelated to nectar storage, such as mechanical fit between long-proboscid insects and flowers [30]. Indeed, strong pollinator-mediated selection on spur length has been documented in both nectar-producing and deceptive orchids [31–33].

Understanding of transitions between deception and nectar production in orchids would be greatly enhanced if the genetic architecture of orchid nectaries were to be elucidated. For example, it would be useful to know how much of the genetic architecture of orchid nectaries is shared with other Asparagales that have sepal nectaries, whether the sepal-derived nectaries of Disa species involve essentially the same set of genes as those of the petal-derived nectaries of other orchids and whether these genes are present in all deceptive orchids, with only simple mutational steps required to activate nectar production.
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